In this paper, we combine the concepts of interval-valued neutrosophic soft set and graph theory. We introduce notations of interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph and complete interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph. We also present several different types operations including cartesian product, union and intersection on interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs and investigate some properties of them.
Introduction
The concept of neutrosophic set which is a powerful mathematical tool for dealing with incomplete, indeterminate and inconsistent information was firstly proposed by Smarandache [1] . Neutrosophic sets are generalization of the theory of fuzzy sets [2] , intuitionistic fuzzy sets [3] and interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets [4] . The neutrosophic sets are characterized by a truth-membership function T , an indeterminacy-membership function I and a falsity membership function F independently, which are within the real standard or nonstandard unit interval ] − 0, 1 + [. Wang et al. [5] introduced the concept of a single-valued neutrosophic sets which is a subclass of the neutrosophic sets. They also introduced the concept of interval-valued neutrosophic sets [6] which is more sensitive than single valued neutrosophic sets in which three membership functions are independent and their value belong to the unit interval [0, 1]. Some more work on single valued neutrosophic sets, neutrosophic sets, interval valued neutrosophic sets and their applications may be found on [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] .
The concept of soft set theory which is a new mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainties was initiated by Molodtsov [13] . It has been showed that soft sets have potential applications in different fields. Maji et al. [14] presented the definition of fuzzy soft sets and investigated some properties of this notion. Thereafter many researchers have applied this concept on different branches of mathematics. The concept of interval-valued fuzzy soft set has been introduced by Yang et al. [15] . The definition of neutrosophic soft sets was firstly given by Maji [16] . He also discussed many operations such as union, intersection and complement on neutrosophic soft sets. The concept of interval-valued neutrosophic soft set which is a generalization of fuzzy soft sets, interval-valued fuzzy soft sets and neutrosophic soft sets were given by Deli [17] .
Graph theory was firstly introduced by Euler [18] . Since then graph theory has become the most important part of combinatorial mathematics. A graph is used to create a relationship between a given set of elements. Each element can be represented by a vertex and the relationship between them can be represented by an edge. The concept of graph has been applied to different algebraic structures in mathematics.
In this paper, primarily, we give the concepts of soft set, neutrosophic set, neutrosophic soft set, interval-valued neutrosophic soft set, graph and interval-valued neutrosophic graph. After that we introduce the notion of interval-valued c 2018 BISKA Bilisim Technology neutrosophic soft graph and give some related examples. We also present several different types operations including cartesian product, union and intersection on interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs and investigate some properties of them.
3 Interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs Definition 
An interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph is given by ordered 4-tuple G
is an interval-valued neutrosophic graph of G * for all e ∈ A. That is It is clearly seen that H(e 1 ) = (K(e 1 ), M(e 1 )), H(e 2 ) = (K(e 2 ), M(e 2 )) are interval-valued neutrosophic graphs corresponding to the parameters e 1 and e 2 . Hence G = (G * , K, M, A) is an interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph of G * as shown in Figure 1 . 
is an interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph as shown in Figure 2 . Hence G 1 is an intervalvalued neutrosophic soft subgraph of G.
v1 
for all e ∈ A and xy ∈ E.
Let A = {e 1 , e 2 } be a set of parameters and (K, A) be an interval-valued neutrosophic soft sets over V with its approximation function K : A → IV N (V ) defined by
Let (M, A) be an interval-valued neutrosophic soft sets over E with its approximation function
It is easy to see that H(e 1 ) and H(e 2 ) are interval valued neutrosophic graphs of G * corresponding to the parameters e 1 , e 2 and e 3 respectively.
, and is defined by
for all e 1 ∈ A and e 2 ∈ B.
Example 4. Consider two graphs
Let A = {e 1 } be a set of parameters, and let (K 1 , A) and (M 1 , A) be two interval-valued neutrosophic soft sets over V 1 and E 1 , respectively, defined by
Now let B = {e 2 } be a set of parameters, and let (K 2 , B) and (M 2 , B) be two interval-valued neutrosophic soft sets over V 2 and E 2 , respectively, defined by It is easy to see that, H(e 1 ) = (K 1 (e 1 ), M 1 (e 1 )) and H(e 2 ) = (K 2 (e 2 ), M 2 (e 2 )) are interval-valued neutrosophic graphs.
are interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs of G * 1 and G * 2 , respectively, as shown in Figure 3 . The cartesian product of G 1 and G 2 is as shown in Figure 4 .
Theorem 1. If G 1 and G 2 are two interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs, then so is G
, respectively. From Definition 10, for all e 1 ∈ A and e 2 ∈ B, there are three cases.
Similarly, we can show that (T
) (x 1 ,x 2 ) = max(I
) (x 1 ) , (I
Similarly, we can show that (I
) (
c 2018 BISKA Bilisim Technology Similarly, we can show that (F
Similarly, we can show that (F
) (x,y 2 ) ] Case (iii) If x ∈ V 2 and (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ E 1 , then it can be shown in a similar way to case (ii).
be two interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs of simple graphs G
) (x) = min(I
neutrosophic soft sets over V 1 and E 1 respectively, defined by Now let B = {e 2 , e 3 } be a set of parameters and let (K 2 , A) and (M 2 , A) be two interval-valued neutrosophic soft sets over V 2 and E 2 respectively, defined by
It is easy to see that
are interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs of G * 1 and G * 2 respectively as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 .
From Definition 12,
, where A ∪ B = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }. Also H(e 1 ) = H 1 (e 1 ), 
Fig. 6: Interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph G 2 e 1 , e 2 and e 3 . Hence, the union of G 1 and G 2 corresponding to the parameter e 2 is interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph as shown in Figure 7 . The figures of H(e 1 ) and H(e 2 ) can be drawn similarly. Proof. By using Definition 3.10, it can be shown in a similar way to proof of Theorem 1.
) ( , where A∪B = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }. Also H(e 1 ) = H 1 (e 1 ), H(e 2 ) = H 1 (e 2 ) ∩ H 2 (e 2 ), and H(e 3 ) = H 2 (e 3 ) are interval-valued neutrosophic graphs corresponding to the parameters e 1 , e 2 and e 3 . Hence, the intersection of G 1 and G 2 corresponding to the parameter e 2 is interval-valued neutrosophic soft graph as shown in Figure 8 . The figures of H(e 1 ) and H(e 2 ) can be drawn similarly. Proof. By using Definition 12, it can be shown in a similar way to proof of Theorem 1.
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Conclusion
Graph theory is an extremely useful mathematical tool to solve the complicated problems in different fields. The intervalvalued neutrosophic soft sets constitute a generalization of interval-valued fuzzy soft set theory. The interval-valued neutrosophic soft models give more sensitive, flexibility and conformity to the systems as compared to the interval-valued fuzzy soft models. We applied the concept of interval-valued neutrosophic soft sets to graph structures and describe method of their construction. We also defined cartesian product, union and intersection on interval-valued neutrosophic soft graphs and gave some of their properties. We want to make, in near future, some algorithm and models using these results.
